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Artist-sorceress converted to glass jewelry

We have long wanted to ask masters of glass: why they do not make jewelry, because such products would definitely use demand? A saw themselves in the absence of such traditions Art and craft in the direction of the Slavs, the daily existence of imports.
If you make a distant historical overview, we note archaeological finds of glass beads in the Northern Black Sea: the queen of the famous Tomb of Tolstoy fourth century. BC. e. glass beads found in female tomb mound Melitopol fourth century. BC. e. also found a necklace made of glass. There are other rare finds in the burial mounds, tombs necropolis of ancient cities. However, all these imported jewelry - antique, Phoenician. For that - for centuries from which units or products come with glass, or glass or glass inserts almost no decorations at all. In the ancient world glass is very appreciated for its unique qualities: transparency, manifested most vivid colors, fluidity of lines and forms, combined with the beauty and subtlety ease rarity. It is quite difficult to produce and it is unique. Many products can be attributed specifically to art glass. We know that in times of Scythian items of glass were considered extremely valuable. In the list of precious items recorded their first, to work in gold. There are single finds of glass vessels Scythian burial mounds. [1]
Among the traditional Ukrainian women's jewelry, is the formation of distinctive ethnic community, glassware always been very popular. But the most famous in the world dominated Murano beads. They can be seen on national Ukrainian women striae in the exhibition the National Museum of Decorative Folk Art of Ukraine. In the twentieth century, and they and traditions of their existence were completely lost in the maelstrom of tragic historical events, and later pushed jewelry. In 70-80s Venetian beads can sometimes be found in komisionkah, and very rarely on women, mainly from artistic circles. Probably much of what speculators bought the villages, floated abroad.
At a time when people have tastes very diverse and often quite demanding, developed, focused on ancient proto-Ukrainian and Ukrainian traditions young artists felt the need to actually initiate the case on the basis of the Ukrainian school of art glass. This is a good base to bring you the archaeological, ethnographic, artistic source.
According to the artist from the city Dzyndra Irene, who graduated from Lviv State College of Decorative and Applied Arts. Ivan Trush and received specialty painter, muralist in Lviv National Academy of Arts, she loves jewelry, looking at wear. I wanted them to do. Since her husband - Taras Dzyndra - painter on glass, according to Irina "sitting by the stove with glass, he'd like to do something, because it is incredibly beautiful."
Experiment with decorations started recently. One of the first we saw her work at St. Andrew descent during the day Kyiv on 28-29 May 2011. Irina herself said about them: "Behold, coral tried to do." Indeed, the large central and lateral beads were made of opaque glass mass is somewhat like hard red, but more saturated, and the perception of a binder that looked like wax jasper. Among them were strung little black and bright turquoise beads. In this black composition associated with rare and most expensive in the world of black coral and turquoise - you can already dofantazuvaty - with sea water. Large beads produced in the author Irina technology. They are exceptionally interesting forms of frozen rotation, and resemble toy - top (yulu) - a principle which rapid rotation around its own axis, and a variety of shells, which froze as the precise mathematical formulas that describe the development of rotary motion in a spiral. In this beauty perfect technology - they made it through Twists glass strips, narrower outward. For Twists center must take two stryzhenky - according to beads is two holes.
New products represented artist in the ethnic festival "Dream Land" 25-26 June 2011. There were beads of glass shown in other colors and shades - purple smoky, golden-reddish - they would call as gems: amethyst, serdolikovyy. And hryzolitovyy, sapphire - Irina constantly experimenting with color. In glass ribbon beads chereduvalysya darker and lighter transparent and opaque, dairy segments, which is also somewhat reminiscent of agate and sardonyx.
Irina participated in different art events: Blown Glass symposiums organized by AA Bokotey, exhibitions and fairs; many works and paintings exhibited.
She can not remember that they had family traditions regarding jewelry, and notes only their own interest in the topic. He says that the colors and plasticity suggest making glass.
This year the festival "Dream Land" 22-23 June coincided with the Euro - 2012, and are pleased to note that foreign guests also visited the Song Festival Grounds where tsikavynamy acquainted with Ukrainian life, culture and folk decorative art and folklore.
In the alleys there were craftsmen who exhibit their products each year, as well as those participating for the first time. Across Ukraine respond to this important cultural event - almost all regions, region, town, etc.. presented by talented craftsmen. Many of them have studied his craft professionally, but many who also captured his own. Works of art presented both traditional created from old models and modernized, creatively completed yet. Some craftsmen continue the family tradition, having learned the craft from their parents and other relatives. Many recognized - studied completely different, but the spirit of art "captured" and no creative expression they can not imagine their life.
Immediately at the entrance looks very beautiful drawn little glass products - jewelry and beads. Their author - Catherine Pryjdan independently learned glass blowing craft, and now even teaches. It shows his skills right at the shopping place - creating beads just in front of spectators. The beauty of the moment of birth the new beads impressive and exciting - can not look up from the process, I want to watch it again and again.
Catherine loved since childhood glass, received art education, studied at the Faculty of ceramics and decorative art DHSSH graduated Publishing and Printing Institute KPI. Having designer profession, continued self-education in the field of production of items made of glass. Using photographer classes and specialized literature, first smelted beads. Gradually, step by step, mastering the material and improving their own skills, create a plan harder and technique beads and small figurines.
The work with glass at this stage Catherine prefer jewelry and small accessories. Flowers, butterflies, fish, abstract form that represents mistress seem alive and full of positivity; Each product is a favorite, and every product it improves their skills.
Among the most interesting works are made based on ancient images - Slavic goddess Mokos, in which the collective image of dobachayutsya Trypillia and Paleolithic predecessors, and the tree of life. Also several headsets motives "solar horses" of eggs, which is also observed since the Neolithic. Ancient sacred symbols products provide shade of mystery and reinforce the positive aura of their owners; indicate underlying life purport orientations, and become a talisman talisman for good luck. Inspiration master derives from everywhere - from the old image of the surrounding nature: flowers, leaves, fruits, natural phenomena.
Creating beads and pendants, she combines them into a finished product, adding other decorative elements. Sometimes combining the same topics and images of beads, sometimes - on a "combine incompatible" - in one product combines disparate elements. This ornament is ready distinctive and original, the difference shapes, ornaments and colors gives it zest.
Glass - plastic and incredibly interesting in handling the material. Each new product, let a small bead or large vase is not like the previous one. Combining different colors of glass, a variety of decorative elements in a bead makes her not just beautiful and interesting, and a true work of art that can complement any image.
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